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abstract

This thesis explores the design integration of an animal shelter into an existing school
in an at-risk neighborhood. The connection between at-risk students and homeless
animals is valuable to the design. A large central courtyard located within Martin Luther
King Middle School serves as a connection between both students and animals.
Because the animal shelter is located in a central location within the school, students
and animals have a greater ability to form a connection necessary for the program to
work. This thesis is about the interaction between both animals and students through
the process of design.

No part of this book or creative work may be reproduced, copied or utilized by any means including,
electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or by any information storage or retrieval system,
without permission from the author.
Anna Austin Givens © 2010 All Rights Reserved
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manifesto

I value honesty. I believe honesty is essential to
human character and design. Honesty is the basis
for dependability, reliability, authenticity and fairness.
Honesty in design, applies to spatial relationships,
connections and purpose.
Designers who create honest designs, choose also
to make functional designs. Dieter Rams, a German
industrial designer who started his career in the early
50s and is famous for his work with Braun, incorporates
honesty among nine other values in his “Principles to
Good Design.” His principles include: good design is
innovative, makes a product useful, is aesthetic, makes
a product understandable, is unobtrusive, is honest,
is long-lasting, is thorough down to the last detail,
is environmentally friendly, and is as little design as
possible.

6

Dieter Rams was a pioneer in functionality, simplicity
and honesty in design. His universal shelving system for
Vitsoe is a classic example of honest design. The system
is a wall-mounted shelving unit that consists of shelves
and storage sections that are attached to the mounting
materials. It is easy to add on additional shelves and
can be altered at any time. Honest design does not
manipulate the user or try to be something it is not.
I believe that simplicity in design is always honest;
however honesty in design does not always reveal
simplicity. Much of Dieter Rams work encompasses both
simplicity and honesty. On the other hand, John Lautner,
an architect and follower of Frank Lloyd Wright, shared
the value of honesty in design. Lautner’s designs, while
honest, do not reveal the level of simplicity of Rams
work. His design on the Elrod House in Palm Springs is

an example of honest design that has more complexity.
The house is connected to the site in the same manner
that Frank Lloyd Wright established a connection to the
structure’s surroundings. However, the radial roof detail
in the main living space is a more complex detail. The
Elrod House is not intended to manipulate the user,
but connect to the specific site, and therefore can be
considered honest.
Not all honest design is simple and predictable. I believe,
we as designers, should seek to create honest design
that is both complex and well understood.
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site introduction
martin luther king middle school
macilroy, mccullough, budina & freeman
1000 mosby st. richmond, va 23223
1962
about
originally named “mosby middle school”
built to handle 1500 middle school students and
1,000 elementary school students

8

design

T

MARTIN LUTHER KING
MIDDLE SCHOOL
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2 courtyards
1 large courtyard (aprox. 31,000 sf 781’ linear ft.)
brick/CMU construction
porcelain enamel panels around gym
exposed aggregate concrete panels
building is 732’x429’ (widest points)
round annexes are 131’ in diameter
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existing conditions
within the school
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2

1 main entrance
2 6th-7th grade classrooms
3 8th-9th grade classrooms
4 specialty classrooms
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5 gym facilities/locker rooms
6 music facilities
7 special needs classrooms
8 kitchen

9 cafeteria
10 auditorium
11 offices/administration

construction

natural light

Martin Luther King Middle
is constructed of both
brick and cmu walls (12”
thick) and concrete and
exposed aggregate panels
(6” thick). Most windows
are located within the
exposed aggregate panels.
There is aluminum framing
around the windows.
One recognizable feature
of MLK middle is the
turquoise colored porcelain
enamel roof.

Martin Luther King Middle
could have potential for a
great amount of natural light.
Unfortunately, most of the
windows are very narrow
with high placement not
allowing much light into the
space. The ceilings are fairly
high windows of current library
low throughout the building
and need more natural light
to counter balance the low
ceilings.

concrete and exposed
aggregate panels

concrete and exposed aggregate
panels

brick and cmu walls

brick and cmu walls

narrow classroom windows in
larger courtyard

areas of natural light through windows
and doors
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context case study
early roman housing
house of pansa
pompeii
2nd century BCE
about
Early Roman housing is a critical example of some of
the first courtyards.The atrium-peristyle house is from
the mid-2nd century. This original italian building type
incorporates main living spaces opening to a central
courtyard for the use of natural light and air circulation.
The purpose of the courtyard allowed residents to enjoy
the outside from within their home instead of outside
close to the street.
Section to understand
transition from the courtyard
to interior

1

outside

12

atrium

inside

view of the courtyard to
understand how the columns
line the courtyard and set
apart the courtyard from the
atrium and the interior

The peristyle court (courtyard) is featured in green. The space
surrounding the courtyard by columns is an open air space
allowing for a smooth transition between interior and exterior.
The blue marks the main pathway surrounding the courtyard.

3

The atrium in the peristyle court (courtyard) of the House of
Venus in the Shell includes a step into the courtyard surrounded
by columns and a covered atrium above.

2
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context case study
amsterdam municipal orphanage
aldo van eyck
amsterdam
1955 completed in 1960
about
The orphanage is home to 125 children

“to create a place for
children that allowed smooth

transitions between
spaces”

Canal Area

Commercial Area

Ijbaanpad
4

14

Amsstelveenseweg

Amsterdam Municipal
Orphanage

The aerial view to the right demonstrates the use of the many
courtyards and staggering connection between living (private)
spaces and open (public) spaces. The linear structure at the
front of the building is the entrance which is also surrounded by
an entry courtyard.

understanding van eycks process to
create outside & inside
A diagram sketch on top of
Van Eyck’s first preliminary
sketch of the orphanage.
The hatched areas are the
residences and the dashed
lines represent his intention for
exterior spaces. The courtyard
is the first thing the user would
see and the interior spaces
form a “U” around it.

A diagram traced over one
of Van Eyck’s later sketches
for the orphanage is very
similar to the way the building
was later constructed. The
courtyards are seen in
the front “in between” the
residences and outside
the residences. He used
the buildings as a way of
transitioning between the
courtyard and the interior. His
“inner street” is a covered
atrium that surrounds the
courtyards and links together
the buildings.

use of the
courtyard and its
connection to the
outside

To the left is an example of the
courtyard area seating around
one of the atrium columns.

5

View from inside the atrium
looking out on the courtyard.
Windows surround the
courtyard to allow more light
into the building. The full
windows counter balance the
effect that the low ceilings
create.

6

View from outside the
orphanage looking onto the
sides of the residences

7

15

transition between interior & exterior

skylight and
clerestory allow
light in pathway

courtyard

8

The above image shows the way Van Eyck created the transition
between exterior and interior. He applies this same method to
his connection of exterior and interior as well.
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Section to understand
transition from the courtyard
to interior

walkway

inside

context case study
pacific garden mission
stanley tigerman
tigerman mccurry architects
completed in 2007

INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL

about

INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL

INDUSTRIAL

PARKING LOTS

SOUTH CANAL STREET

Pacific Garden Mission is a homeless shelter located
in an industrial area in Chicago, IL. Railroad tracks sit
in front of the shelter with a large interstate the back.
Parking lots to house UPS trucks surround the location
as well.

SOUTH CLINTON STREET

I-94 DAN RYAN EXPRESSWAY

SOUTH JEFFERSON STREET

INDUSTRIAL

PARKING LOTS

WEST 14th PLACE

INDUSTRIALL

INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL

patio
PARKING LOTS

PACIFIC GARDEN
MISSION
INDUSTRIALL

PARKING LOTS
PARKING LOTS

inside

patio
courtyard

window allowing light to
enter interior from courtyard
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inside

The courtyard in the Pacific
Garden Mission is surrounded
by four walls of windows and 2
tiers of outdoor patios above.
The section demonstrates the
courtyard and surrounding
windows.

L shape corridor surrounding
couryard,“Yellow Brick Road”
has streetlights, outdoor
benches, street signs and
trash receptacles. Tigerman
tried to use elements that were
familiar to the homeless.

“yellow brick road” with
trash recepticals outdoor
benches and streetlights
offers familiarity to guests
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Greenhouse is used to grow
food to serve guests. Organic
compost is also made and
sold at local markets.

1st Floor Axon
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Double Glass Corridor
allowing more light to
enter building
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first floor
First floor includes public spaces; meeting rooms, dining areas,
barber shop & medical care, laundry & clothing facilities, gym,
chapel & greenhouse.
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Third floor has more sleeping
space and outdoor patio areas
overlooking the courtyard. The
“hotboxes” are located out of
the sleeping rooms to clean
guests clothes.
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third floor

Second floor includes more
private spaces. Bunk Beds are
in the sleeping areas. Guests
are asked to place clothes in
“hotboxes” after arrival so that
their clothes can be sterilized
in the separate 180 degree
metal lined rooms.
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3rd Floor Axon

2nd Floor Axon
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Sleeping Quarters have metal
divider screens between the
rows of beds. They can sleep
1,000 people in bunks and
can accommodate an extra
400 people on severely cold
evenings.

View from within courtyard is
surrounded by windows, park
benches and includes the
cross symbolizing the shelter’s
religious affiliation.
13
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Exterior Model shows the green roof and greenhouses along the
side. It is located outside of Chicago and west of Lake Michigan.

4th Floor Axon
16

fourth floor
Fourth floor houses the green roofs. Since the project went for
LEED silver the green roofs reduce storm water run-off. Solar
thermal panels help with energy efficiency.
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program case study
richmond spca
richmond, virginia
baskervill
2000
64,000 sf
about
The Richmond SPCA is located at 2519 hermitage
road in Richmond, VA. There are 2 large warehouses
surrounded by parking lots and other industrial buildings.
The exterior is brick and interior is a timber frame
construction. A small vestibule with natural light defines
the entry in the front.
parking lots

Hermitage Road

industrial buildings

Rhoadmiller Street

parking lots

parking lots
industrial buildings
Overbrook Road
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The Richmond SPCA is in an old renovated tobacco warehouse
in an industrial area of Richmond, VA. It houses over 350
animals including both dogs and cats. There are 2 large
skylights in the central part of the building that organize the
space. The shelter includes veterinary facilities, storage, training,
holding spaces, retail, training areas, meeting spaces and
offices.

analysis of human & animal spaces
level 1
animal, human and combined areas are allotted
equal square footage on this floor
combined areas join both separate dog and cat
holding areas

Animal
Human

animal
human
combined

level 2
no space for exclusive animal area
50/50 for combined and exclusive human space
large training space for animal exercise

human
combined
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analysis of public & private spaces
level 1
the entry and main adoption space are the only
public spaces on this floor
overhead skylights define public space
private space encompasses 3/4 of level 1
level 2
50/50 public and private space on level 2
private spaces are defined by offices & storage
public spaces are defined by meeting spaces and training
facilities
Public Spaces

public
private

large training facility with
clerestory window allows
natural light in the space
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Public Spaces

public

Private Spaces

private

types of animal holding areas

Easily Adoptable
Dog Holding

red zones
dogs/cats with behavioral/temperament problems
will be treated to move to green zones
orange zone
sick animals (typically parvo cases)
need to be isolated
special considerations for disease control
green zones (light and dark)
light green - ready for adoption
dark green - marketed for quick adoption

Adoptable Cat
Holding

Behavioral Cat
Holding

Parvo/Sick
Dog Holding

Behavioral Dog
Holding

Adoptable Dog
Holding

Easily Adoptable
Cat Holding

highly marketable
adoptable
possible behavioral issues
sick/quarantined

sample of main dog “run” for
adoptable dogs

adoptable cat individual cat
holding
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program case study
winnipeg humane society
winnipeg, canada
number 10 architects & george miers
group
2007
40,000 sf
about
The Winnipeg Humane Sociiety is the first canadian
LEED accredited animal shelter. It was built to handle
more than 10,000 animals annually.

Winnipeg
Humane Society

Hurst Way

26
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The focus of the Winnipeg Humane Society was on natural light.
The large windows with clerestory details allow natural light into
the holding areas for the animals. This helps to keep the animals
on a regular schedule and also reduces energy costs.

A
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1
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20

interior adoption gallery with clerestory window above

11

12

program
19

Floor plan
1

Vestibule

5

Adoption Gallery

9

2

Reception

6

Classroom

10 Animal Recieving

3

Boutique

7

Administration

11

4

Cafe

8

Cat Habitat

12 Shipping

Animal Holding
Veterinary Clinic

The shelter is designed to enhance the connection
to the community. Their services include: veterinary,
education, counseling. The connection to
surrounding neighborhood is very important for
the shelter and the adoption gallery acts as the
central hub. The most important relationship is the
connection to the exterior through clerestory
windows and surrounding windows.
27

spacial breakdown
public/private
slightly more private space
public spaces found in connection and close proximity to
entrance
public spaces create core
animal/human
33/33/33 animal, human & combined spaces
animal only spaces are surrounded by the combined and
human only spaces
21

Animal
Human

Public Spaces
Private Spaces

Combined
22

23

24
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natural light

Prefinished metal cladding end flashing with drip edge, typical

The Winnipeg Humane Society focuses on the natural light
in the space for the well-being of workers and animals and
reduced energy needed for heating and cooling. The clerestory
detail is one of the most notable components of the adoption
space. Below is a diagram showing the light and how it is
filtered into to the space through windows and doors.

Prefinished metal cladding
338 x 235 fascia
Continuous drip edge
Custom aluminum closure to su
Seal V.B. to frame and roof deck
Custom aluminium closure to su
Wall system anchor at glulam be

cut drip edge, typical
26

above image of the clerestory
detail

with insulation, typical
7mm expansion joint
lated spandrel panel
Glulam beam
Glazing

Steel gusset plate

V.B. to window frame

Steel beam seat

P.T. blocking sloped

219 dia. column bey

hed aluminum flashing
etal flashing over shingles

Glulam beam

natural light through
doorways

Steel beam seat
Steel gusset plate

natural light through
windows
25

clerestory section detail
showing directional overhang
that forces the natural light in
the main adoption area of the
shelter

Sprinkler line painted

Wall section, clerestory
27
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program case study
hale county animal shelter
greensboro, alabama
the rural studio - auburn university
2006

exterior view of the hale
county animal shelter at night simple design, exterior clad in
aluminum

about
This poject was completed on an $80,000 budget
and designed and built by rural studio (group of 4
architecture students). It is located alongside a major
highway and next to the county correctional center.

29

program
The shelter has16 kennels for
the dogs (shown in plan to
the left). The modular design
allows the shelter to change
easily with growth. The front
office has a vet facility and a
quarantine space in the back
of the shelter.

28

30

31

connection to exterior

30

There is no direct daylight on animals in the shelter. Natural light
comes into the space through a narrow strip of windows so that
animals stay on schedule. There is a direct axis through the
structure provides ventilation and natural light.

construction
The roof is a lamella type of construction. The lamella is an
organic platelike structure seen in biology and nature that
was used to create the iconic design for the shelter. Natural
ventilation is used to pass air through the length of the shelter.
The front office has a/c units to save on heating and air costs.
There are radiant heated floors for dog holding zone to be used
during cold winters. The narrow strips of windows allows a
connection to the outside and helps to keep dogs on a daytime
schedule.

31

connection to exterior
visual connection
richmond spca
hale county animal shelter

early roman housing
This diagram explains the type of connections
throughout various case studies. Each case study was
analyzed on their connection to their exterior space, if
a courtyard was present that was analyzed as well. The
measurement was taken on whether the connection was
physical or visual. The physical aspect would be how
much the space incorporated the use of the outside
within the interior - was that part of their design? The
visual idea was the ability to connect to the outside,
typically through natural light (windows & doors). The
next measurement was how much the space was either
inside or outside on a spectrum.

pacific garden mission

amsterdam orphanage
mlk middle

inside

outside
winnipeg humane society

physical connection
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process case study
lewis.tsurumaki.lewis architects
ltl architects
new york, new york

Fluff Bakery
The restaurant design is
composed of 3 types of
industrial felt. The linear
pattern helps to direct traffic
to the counter. The storefront
is recessed 2 feet to intersect
with the sidewalk.

about
“Tactics for Opportunistic Architecture”

Tides Restaurant

catalyzing constraints
alchemical assemblies
paradoxical pleasures
over drawing
invention sprawl

The wave is created with
bamboo skewers by the
thousands. The bamboo
skewers are glued in place
into ceiling panels each with a
specific spot based on depth
to create the motion filled
pattern.

catalyzing constraints & alchemical
assemblies

Ini Ani
The coffee shop Ini Ani’ walls
are created from compressed
cardboard and steel. The relief
wall is cast from plaster coffee
cup lids.

32

The idea of catalyzing constraints & alchemical
assemblies is based on typical efficiencies vs. elective
efficiencies. One example of this is restaurants in larger
buildings that then present spatial constraints because
of the existing structure. LTL believe you should use
repetition & unpredictable ways of assembly to enhance
the design.

33
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paradoxical pleasures

over drawing

LTL’s idea of paradoxical pleasures is about a play with
opposites. They try to bring attention to the transition
instead of minimizing the transition between spaces or
varied ideas/forms.

LTL’s idea of over drawing shows that 3D digital
technology can be realistic. They emphasize the
marriage of manual/digital work. Their drawings focus on
digital renderings, lines/edges and details from 3H lead
on mylar.

Lozoo Restaurant

West Avenue Lofts

The Lozoo Restaurant shows their idea of paradoxical pleasures
with no light in ceiling. The light is only on the floors, banquette
& walls. There is a datum line around the restaurant showing the
dark vs. light. The transitions between floor/wall and wall/ceiling
are the transitions LTL is highlighting.

This drawing shows a mixed use urban development. LTL layers
their digital and hand rendered skills.
36

Arthouse Museum
This drawing shows a renovation/expansion of theater and
department store. The digital model appears to be a working
drawing with the subtle hand drawings layered on top.
35
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process case study
matali crasset
matali crasset productions
paris, france
about
Matali was born in Champagne, France in a small farm
town. To begin her career she worked with Phillipe
Starck. Her background education is in industrial design.
After her work with Starck, she started her own design
studio in 1998. She focuses on commercial, residential
& hospitality design. Most of her design ideas include
modularity, flexibility, & functionality.

38
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Decompression Space Chair
reflection of big leather chair
invites you to relax
hollowed out spaces for hands
and elbows

42

Meta Pendant Light
102 different angles
internal lamp has similar
angles
process to cast form out of
wax to determine angles

Origami Paper Basket
designed for Regenesi
made out of regenerated
leather
folded together in 2 pieces to
produce its form

40

36
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Cut-out Tree Wastebasket
focus on nature
designed for domestic
focus on positive and negative
space

product design
When designing products, Matali does not think about
the material or technology, but primarily the function of
the object itself. She states, “When I work on an object,
I’m already thinking of the space around it. I try not
to work object by object; I prefer to make networks of
things, because I like to conceive of an object as a life
scenario.”

Danese Pendant Light
focus on changing the 2D to
3D
constructed out of maple
wood

Instant Seat
designed for Moustache
Furniture
made out of birch wood
concept of portability
will fold up to save space
back has a hook for a bag

43

hi hotel
nice, france
Matali’s first complete interior design project, the Hi Hotel
in Nice, France exemplifies Matali’s style and process
in every aspect of the design. The rooms are designed
to be modular and change with activities/events in the
space.

45
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The bar (above) was designed
to resemble a gondola and
can transform into multiple
types of meeting spaces
dependent on the user’s
needs. The bar public meeting
area shown with a different
furniture arrangement. At
night, this space can transform
into a more “club-like”
atmosphere.

The hotel rooms are designed
based on nine different
concepts. Here the idea of
“indoor terrace” is used.
All furniture is arranged in
a central area and a plant
screen provides privacy for the
shower.

The concept of “white & white” where the table in the center
becomes a bed and a four-post bed becomes a bathtub. The
experience of everything located in the center of the room
opens the user’s mind to new ideas.
46

Exterior view of the Hi Hotel changes with the day. Traditional
exterior with an innovative and experimental interior.
44
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presentation case study
tracy stone architects
tracy a. stone
los angeles, california

diagrams- t-cup couture
Tracy often uses photoshop to diagram her ideas to her clients
in the custom approaches to her design. The section to the
below demonstrates how the wall will serve as a display area for
the dogs. The far left is the rendering of how the wall will look to
the viewer and the detail diagram further explains the illustration
to convey an idea to a client.

about
Tracy is the principal architect for TAS (tracy a. stone).
She specializes in residential, commercial, animals
& community. She is a LEED accredited professional
and an adjunct professor at Woodbury University in the
interiors department.

49

renderings - the feline homestead
For her renderings Tracy uses archicad models along with
photoshop and illustrator. She says typically she is trying to
convince the neighborhood to allow a facility that is proposed.
She usually showcases animals but also likes to include the
human interaction in a space. The diagrams as shown to the
right help to further convey an idea to a client.

The diagram to the right was used to explain positioning of
commercial structure to a client concerned about heat gain and
loss
48
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competition presentation - andes sprout
artist residence
Tracy submitted the andes sprout residence for a design
competition. Her presentation boards are diagrammatic
in their approach of making the user understand the idea
behind the residence.

andes sprout society

TRACY A STONE ARCHITECT
AIA

green HAUS

2041 Blake Ave Los Angeles, CA
www.tracystonearchitect.com

Living Unit Structure

Greenhouse Structure
GREENHOUSE SHEETING:

Walls and roof roll up independently to re-configure
the greenhouse for various
seasons

Photo voltaic Panels

13'-8"

Beehive/Window

TROMBE W ALL

Trombe Wall
S TE EL TU B E F RAM E :

Can be formed and
bolted together on-site

Wood Stove

Filtered Water

Hand Pump

Kitchen Faucet

3'-11"

Artist Residence
Summer Location

Gravel
Sand

Grey Water
Rain Water Storage

Aerating Wheels

INSECT S C REEN :

Lines the interior of
the frame to protect
the resident during
bug seasons

SECTION AA

Gutter
Unfiltered Water

WATER COLLECTION + FILTRATION SYSTEM
P HOTO VOLTAIC PAN ELS :

MAKING THE MOST OF MOBILITY

Green House
Winter Location

Andes Farm
Existing Structure

The mobility of the units allows for optimal placement in regard
to the trombe wall and photo voltaic units. As the units move
through the back 40 they will be oriented to give these solar
elements maximum southern exposure.The movement of each
artist’s residence serves an
agricultural purpose as well. The
sheep’s foot roller wheels mitigate
soil compaction caused by the
weight of each unit by aerating
the soil as the unit is towed to it’s
new site.

R E SIDENTIAL UNITS :

B uilt in wood, glas s + M D F
(Medium Density Fiberboard ).
U nits open out and c los e up
easily in response to rapidly
changing weather conditions
P LANTE R :

Growing medium
over root barrier and
landscape cloth
GU TTER :

Galvanized sheet metal,
bolted to exterior of the steel
frame for rain water collection
S TE EL F RAM E :

Each unit includes two 130 watt panels.
W ATER T ROMBE W ALL :

Each unit features a South-facing glass
trombe wall constructed on-site from
tempered glass. It serves as water filtration
and purification system, as well as providing a
thermal mass for passive heating and cooling.
TAN KS :

(4) 100 gal. storage tanks hang
under the steel frame
W O OD P LATFORM :

Uses local pine for structural lumber.
W HEELS :

Re-purposed Sheep’s Foot Rollers

Bolted together on-site

N

5

SIITE
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summer/winter plan presentation
In the posters below the text is secondary to explain the
drawings. The graphic presentation is important but does not
overpower the drawings themselves.

andes sprout society

TRACY A STONE A

green HAUS

2041 Blake
www.tracyston

B

B

DN

DN

OBSERVATION BEEHIVE

W
fo
cr
ou

24'

S helves lift up for
greenhouse plants

17'-10"

2'

3'

With the world’s bee
population threatened
every little hive helps.
The hive, built in the
widow at eye level
allows the resident to
casually observe the
secret lives of bees,
and to learn the art of
beekeeping.

15'

2'-10"

B arn door s lides
open to expand
living space

WINTER/COOL WEATHER MODE

4'-10"

3'-2"

8'-9"

6'
8'-11"

Beehive/
Window

14'
B

SECOND FLOOR

FIRST FLOOR-WINTER MODE

The artist’s retreat opens and closes in response to weather
conditions, allowing the resident to fine-tune the dwelling to
enhance his/her comfort. During chilly weather, the resident
can close the unit up entirely, if desired, to create a snug
cocoon around the stove. A series of panels along one wall
lift up to act as shelves during the winter ‘greenhouse’ period.

SUMMER/ WARM WEATHER MODE
At the height of summer, the residence retreat is fully opened
to allow the living/studio space to flow out into the greenhouse.
There is no distinction between inside and out, except for the
protection of the insect screen under the trellis. A sliding wall
moves forward to allow the space to expand sideways. Desks
and work surfaces fold out, simultaneously creating tables and
windows. A roof hatch is propped open over the sleeping area
to provide views of the stars, and to vent the room below.

Two 12-Volt
Deep-Cycle
Batteries
Photovoltaic
Panels

14'
B

FIRST FLOOR-SUMMER MODE

7
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summer/winter presentation board
The shaded diagrams below are not too busy to allow the user
to understand the diagram and how the user can change the
residence to accommodate the weather. The rendered view to
the left is easy to understand.

andes sprout society

TRACY A STONE

green HAUS

2041 Bla
www.tracy

Greenhouse Cover
sun

Insect Screen
Armature

wind

Metal
Grate

SUMMER WINTER
Open Mode

Sliding Wall/Work Surface
“Murphy” Dining Table
Water
Filtration/
Trombe
Wall

Unit towed to
winter location.
Greenhouse
area facing
South.

G rape vines
create sun shade.
Screening allows
breezes through.

Grape vines
die back.Plastic
sheeting
rolled down
to enclose
greenhouse.

U nit opened
up to extend
living/work
space.
B arn door s lides
to expand kitchen
/living area
Provides working
wall for open air
studio.

Sheep’s Foot Rollers

Closed Mode

Unit towed to
summer location.
S olar panels
and trombe wall
facing South.

Work surfaces
flip down,
revealing
windows.

Living space
closed up to
create storage
and free up
growing area.
Barn door
closes.Work
surfaces fold
up.
Plant tables
flip up from
Eastern wall.

N
CUT-AWAY/ SUMMER MODE

N

9
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program introduction

The Richmond, VA School board is working to develop
programs within their school systems that will help
create a better future for their most-at-risk students. The
board has identified three main goals for the programs:
to teach responsibility and patience, to provide a safe
and enriching after school activity, and to help students
develop a sense of pride in themselves. Martin Luther
King Middle School’s student population includes some
of the highest-risk students in Richmond and for these
reasons was selected to charter these new programs.
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Save our Shelters, a nonprofit organization focusing on
rescuing unwanted animals within the city of Richmond,
will work with the Martin Luther King Middle School
to house a satellite shelter in the school. Research
suggests that the animal/human connection can help
these students to achieve the goals set forth by the
school board. This initiative will also help the current
over-population of pets in our community.
How can design specifically unify both the existing
school and new proposed shelter into a cohesive

environment that will foster a mutually rewarding
relationship? I believe this provides an opportunity
to create design that is based on transparency and
integration of both inside and outside.

space requirements
Lobby
Reception & Waiting Area
Copy Room & Data
Storage
Interview Rooms
Get Acquainted Room
Unisex Bathroom
Volunteer Spaces
Community conference
room
Break Room
Volunteer Workstations
Offices/Admin Spaces
Program Director’s Office
Staff Offices
Surrender Area
Office with separate
entrance
Separate consult room off
office

Medical & Grooming
Spaces
Exam and Grooming Room
Exam Area near Surrender
Space
Dog Areas
Puppy Room
High Adoption Rooms in
Front
Main Adoptable Holding
Area
Isolated Dog Area
Observational Dog Area
Dog “Holding” outside of
Surrender or exam rooms
Puppy Isolation Area
Individual Training Rooms
for Students and Animals

considerations
Main Cat room with
multiple kennels
Cat Observation Room
Cat Isolation Room
Holding Room for Cats
outside of Surrender

Quiet/Noise
Interactive/Solitude
Students/Animals
Community/Workers
Direct/Indirect Relationship to courtyard

Storage & Cleaning
Spaces
Food Storage
Laundry Room
Mechanical
Main Storage
Food Prep Room
Bowl Cleaning Room

Cat Areas
Cat Rooms for adoptable
cats
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scope

scope parameters

north side of large courtyard (est. 8,500 sf)
west side of large courtyard (est. 11,000 sf)
large courtyard (est 31,000 sf)

occupancy

daily dog: 80 dogs
daily cat: 90 cats
daily operation: 30 people maximum

square footage

19,500 sf total
includes 5,000 of corridors to remain
~14,500 sf of usable space + courtyard

square footage
typicals

staff offices: 150 sf/office
dog kennels: ~30 sf/animal
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space (type & qty)

%

sf

notes/assumptions

lobby/waiting (1)
interview rooms (2)
copy room

8%

1300 sf

public restroom for staff
1-2 staff @ reception

staff conference room
break room (1)
volunteer workstations (3)

5%

690 sf

director office (1)
staff offices (2)

3%

500 sf

director’s office small table for
impromtu meetings

surrender office (1)
consult room (1)

2%

245 sf

close holding areas for owner
surrender animals

exam rooms (2)

3%

400 sf

both rooms to accommodate
grooming

puppy room (1)
highly adoptable rooms (3)
main dog holding (1)
isolated dog holding(1)
observational dog holding (1)
surrender dog holding (1)
isolated puppy holding (1)

17%

2490 sf

assessed cat rooms (2)
main cat holding (1)
observational cat holding (1)
isolated cat holding (1)
surrender cat holding (1)

10%

1490 sf

food storage (1)
laundry room (1)
mechanical/data (1)
food prep & bowl clean (1)

8%

1170 sf

includes extra storage room

individual training rooms (3)

5%

540 sf

room can be 1 or 3 rooms

Program Percentage Breakdown

lobby
owner surrender
cat holding areas
shelter corridors

volunteer spaces
medical/exam
storage & cleaning
existing corridor

offices/admin
dog holding areas
training rooms
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purpose/need of animal shelters

shelter design considerations

9.6 million animals are euthanized in the United States every year
60% of dogs and 70% of the cats entering shelters are euthanized because there
are not enough homes
only 10% of animals received by animal shelters are already spayed/neutered
approximately 8-12 million animals enter animal shelters every year. And this does not
take into count the ones entering humane societies and the SPCA.
it is estimated that in the US alone there are approximately 70 million stray cats
20% of people who adopt their dogs from animal shelters later bring them back to a
shelter

Programmatic
animals need to be independent of each other to prevent disease
cat community areas help with adoption (not good for disease control)
puppies need to be housed separately (no stacked cages)

Number of cats and dogs entering shelters each year:
6-8 million (HSUS estimate)
Number of cats and dogs euthanized by shelters each year:
3-4 million (HSUS estimate)
Number of cats and dogs adopted from shelters each year:
3-4 million (HSUS estimate)
Number of cats and dogs reclaimed by owners from shelters each year:
Between 600,000 and 750,000—30 percent of dogs and 2-5 percent of cats
entering shelters (HSUS estimate)
Number of animal shelters in the United States:
Between 4,000 and 6,000 (HSUS estimate)

Specifics of Kennels
kennel wall to be 4’ high
quarantine area needs full wall (to ceiling)
kennels to be corrosion free material and visible from front
natural light required in kennel space
smallest size 4’x6’

Major Considerations
noise
disease control
smell

Sound Control
separate kennels from administrative areas
animal areas need more frequent air movement (separate HVAC)
Odor Control
drainage required in kennel space
separate waste water drainage
material for flooring easy to clean and slip resistant
Lighting
natural light important for animals
can aid in adoptability
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individual
training
rooms

training room

volunteer
room

break room

support staff

conference
room

mechanical

laundry

food storage

animal
holding

rehab areas

adoption
rooms

consult rooms

Adjacencies

lobby

adjacency matrix for animal
shelter
lobby
consult rooms
adoption rooms
rehab areas
animal holding
food storage
laundry
mechanical
conference room
support staff
break room
volunteer room
training room
immediate adjacency
close relationship

individual training rooms
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concept development
Because of the importance of the valuable relationship
between the students of Martin Luther King Middle and
the homeless animals within the shelter, interaction
is critical in the design concept to help foster this
relationship. Martin Luther King Middle School was
selected for this project because of the large central
courtyard located within the building. The idea that both
students and animals could use this courtyard together
became an important aspect of the project.
In order to reinforce the idea of interaction through
relationship growth, the radial pattern became a design
organizer for the project. Based on many objects in
nature, the radial pattern organizes surrounding space
around a central core.
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Because of the importance of the valuable relationship
between the students of Martin Luther King Middle and
the homeless animals within the shelter, interaction
is critical in the design concept to help foster this
relationship. Martin Luther King Middle School was
selected for this project because of the large central
courtyard located within the building. The idea that both
students and animals could use this courtyard together
became an important aspect of the project.
In order to reinforce the idea of interaction through
relationship growth, the radial pattern became a design
organizer for the project. Based on many objects in
nature, the radial pattern organizes surrounding space
around a central core.
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schematic design
initial bubble diagrams and space
planning for entire shelter

Initially, bubble diagrams helped to place adjacencies
and figure out the placement of various areas within the
shelter. The consideration of existing conditions in the
school was important in placement.
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After a series of bubbles, block diagrams were used to
further explain space planning. Block diagrams were also
used to determine actually square footages.
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schematic design
initial diagrams of ideas for the courtyard
between animal shelter and existing
school

After attempts to have
the courtyard mimic the
space planning of the
shelter, a “central park”
type approach was
diagrammed with winding
pathways.
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These diagrams were used by starting to develop a grid
system based on several different approaches to create
spaces within the courtyard.
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design development
animal shelter plan

tertiary
entrance

secondary
entrance

29

26

28

29

22

24

20

19

25

27

23

15

11

14

18

13

11

12

16

23

10

21

30

17

31

9

legend

public spaces

1 dog adoption suites
2 cat adoption suites
3 training/education room
4 director’s office
5 staff offices
6 public exam room
7 reception area
8 cat feature wall
9 main cat holding
10 food storage
11 interview rooms
12 “get acquainted”/dog holding
13 food prep/dog holding
14 laundry/dog holding

private spaces

15 owner surrender
16 owner surrender cat holding
17 owner surrender dog holding

18 break room
19 mechanical
20 exam/grooming room
21 conference room
22 cat observational holding
23 dog observational holding
24 observational animal food prep
25 puppy observational holding
26 cat isolation holding
27 dog isolation holding
28 isolated animal holding
29 restrooms

32

31
6
8

30

7

5

33

32

32

5
2

4

34

2

34
3

courtyard zones
30 quiet zone
31 multi-dog play
32 dog/student play
33 student only play
34 ball throwing area

1

1

1

34

main entrance

N
0 4’ 8’
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10’

32’

sections + elevations

public

private

0'

Section pictured above shows the back section of the shelter
facing the courtyard. The clerestory windows have been added
to allow natural light into each activity zone throughout the
length of the shelter. The raised section in the roof reinforces
the idea of the “courtyard within a courtyard” and defines each
activity zone.

Guests of the shelter and students are always welcome to tour
and observe the public spaces of the shelter, which are defined
by more natural light from the courtyard and the openness of
the kennel design. The private spaces are defined by more
regular rooms, walls and smaller spaces. The private section of
the shelter is located on the southwest end of the long section

4'

8'

16'

32'

and contains the breakroom and conference space for workers
and the private owner surrender office with meeting room.
The isolated and observational animals are also housed in the
private section.

Featured dogs and cats that are considered “highly adoptable” are displayed in the front to
welcome guests in the adoption gallery. The gallery features 3 dog suites and 2 cat rooms. A
series of stairs connects the cat areas allowing cats to roam both rooms and the “cat feature
wall”.
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design development
shelter entrance
polished concrete flooring

kirei board - kirei usa

benjamin moore paint - hale navy

3 form - connection envy

corrugated metal - moz designs

0'

4'

8'

16'

32'

Keeping with the main entrance to the school, the new shelter’s entrance greets students, workers
and community members and directs them through the lobby of the shelter into either the shelter
or the main school corridor.
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cat feature wall
d’ac lighting dome pendant

benjamin moore paint dark lime

kirei board - kirei usa

paperstone obsidian

herman miller - eames
management chair
chester armchair design within reach

polished concrete flooring

0'

4'

8'

16'

32'

Because the new shelter’s lobby will be such a heavily trafficked area for students, workers
and community members, the cat tunnel and cat feature wall both allow for interaction between
students and animals. The openness of the space helps lessen any traffic jams and allows
spectators the opportunity to view cats wandering throughout the adoption suites and cat wall.
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design development
reception area + cat holding area

d’ac lighting dome pendant

herman miller - eames
management chair

chester armchair design within reach

polished concrete flooring
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kirei board - kirei usa

paperstone - obsidian

benjamin moore paint hale navy

The main cat holding area services 36 kennels. The wall above
is the main cat holding space. Cat kennels are built into the wall
allowing easy cleaning from inside the cat holding room and a
gallery-style viewing area along the exterior portion of the room.

The view of the reception desk
shows the new clerestory
windows allowing for
additional natural light from
the courtyard. To further the
idea of interaction through
the radial forms, the reception
desk serves as support to the
surrounding offices, training
room, exam room and cat
holding space.

0'

4'

8'

16'

32'
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design development
get acquainted activity zone + dog’s view of courtyard

bankerwire - m22-27

bankerwire - s-15
custom color - dark lime

polished concrete flooring

kirei board - kirei usa

benjamin moore paint how blue am i?

mondo - outdoor track
rubber fieldhouse blue

The main dog holding areas are broken into 3 zones (get
acquainted, food prep and laundry) initially determined by
existing load bearing walls. However, with a support beam over
the cased openings between the zones, the almond-shaped
radial kennel pattern allows the dog kennels to support the
activity zones within each division. The above image shows the
get acquainted area where community members and students
have the opportunity to meet with a dog for an individual
session.
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Pictured to the left is the
“dog’s view” from within the
kennel. In order to further the
connection of the shelter to
the courtyard and existing
school, the kennels were
placed so that half of the dogs
would have a view and direct
connection to courtyard, while
the other half have a view of
the daily hustle of the main
corridor throughout the school.

0'

4'

8'

16'

32'
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design development
main dog holding area + courtyard view of dog holding

bankerwire - m22-27

bankerwire - s-15
custom color - dark lime

polished concrete flooring

benjamin moore paint how blue am i?

mondo - outdoor track
rubber fieldhouse blue

The dog kennels in the main holding area are designed to
be pleasing to the animals using the kennels, the guests and
workers of the shelter, and students volunteering in the shelter.
Lime colored metal wire makes up the main door the dog uses
to access the kennel. Glass doors that open up create interior
awnings opening up the kennels during the day for a stronger
interaction between students or workers and animals.
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The exterior portion of the kennel that faces the courtyard is very
similar to the interior. The same colored wire material is used
in front of a tall glass window to keep dogs within the kennel.
The window serves to both capture a view of the courtyard for
the dogs and opens up to create an exterior awning over that
portion of the courtyard.

0'

4'

8'

16'

32'
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final presentation
anderson gallery thesis presentation

Anderson Gallery presentation including site model, posters,
concept models and large model of animal shelter portion of
MLK middle at 1/8” = 1’0”
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Detail images of posters as well as detail model of the cat
feature wall.
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